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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED ON THE BUS EAGLE OF LIGHT, DURING THE
JOURNEY FROM THE CITY OF SAO PAULO TO THE CITY OF CARMO DE CACHOEIRA, MINAS
GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

In the deepest depths of God, where the Purity of His Divine Consciousness dwells, lies a principle
of life, a living molecule of Divine Consciousness from Adonai. As the Love of God could not stay
within Himself. the Creator gave life to this Most Pure Principle, thus creating a Divine and
Universal Consciousness that encompasses more than a small body or a material consciousness.

Mary is the Divine Womb, She is Life, She is what gives birth to the creatures of every kingdom
and what sustains them throughout their evolution.

Mary did not come from humankind and then ascend to Heaven; Mary descended from Heaven and,
through Her infinite Love, became flesh among humankind to accompany the Son of God.

Mary is not a part of humanity: it is humanity that is a part of Mary.

When the Creator thought the human project, a project that would experience in itself a powerful
degree of Love, He needed a Pure Creative Source, a Consciousness that emanated the Love that the
human beings needed in order to develop. And so the Angels and Archangels of the Celestial Father
resorted to that Pure Principle of God - which was the energy of maternity, purity and love itself - to
create, from that perfect Source, the codes that the human beings would carry within themselves.

It is in Heaven as it is on Earth. In order to give birth to Love within the planetary consciousness,
just as it had been born in the Universe, the Creator manifested His Divine Purity in mind, soul and
spirit. From there came the Mother of God, the Mother of Jesus.

Mary is the Grace of God, She is Goodness manifested in a sublime Consciousness.

Mary is the Maternal Gift that, even after having ascended to the Heavens, has not ceased to
project Herself among humankind; She does not cease to represent, in the Universe as on Earth, an
example for the material creatures.

What you have had before you all these years is the Perfection of God manifested in the Love and in
the maternal Goodness of Mary.

Dear ones, I tell you this so that you learn to be before a Consciousness that, despite Her Greatness
and Divinity, although She does not fit within a human form, She keeps manifesting Herself among
humankind, She keeps expressing Her likeness to the creatures of the Earth, She keeps
demonstrating the path to everyone.

Her Love is unchangeable, Her Perfection is incorruptible, Her Peace is eternal, because She hopes
that someday you will joyfully accept to live in Her absolute Peace once again.

Allow yourselves to return to the arms of the One who created you as a part of God. Allow
yourselves to be guided by the One who comes from the Holy Spirit of the Creator and who
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manifests Her Gifts in all creatures.

While there is still time, children, surrender to the arms of your Heavenly Mother and, like the Holy
Family, let yourselves be loved and led by Mary. Her Love will reveal to you many mysteries and
Her Purity will open the Gates of Heaven for you.

The One who loves you and delivers you, every day, in prayer, to the Immaculate Heart of Mary,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


